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Chapter 14

Mind the Text: Traces of Mental States
in Unstructured Historical Data

Kristoffer Laigaard Nielbo

We are currently witnessing a disruption in the empirical foundations of the
social sciences and humanities (henceforth SSH). Digitization, that is, the
proliferation in digitized and born-digital data, drives this disruption by by-
passing traditional cultures and organizational patterns of SSH research (cf.
Zeleny 2012). Traditional distinctions between qualitative-quantitative and
interpretive-explanatory research are challenged by data mining of so-called
unstructured data1, which utilizes the full range of research positions in its col-
laborative workflow. A recent trend in software design and informatics focuses
on the development of technologies that can adaptively integrate knowledge
from users with expertise in traditional research domains (De Roure and Gob-
le 2009; Rehm et al. 2014; Schobel et al. 2016). Although not the primary focus
area, SSH is rich with domains that can benefit from technologies for extrac-
tion of high quality information from unstructured digital data. Historical re-
search is a subarea of the SSH domains, spanning history proper, history of
ideas, history of religion among others, that due to its heavy reliance on text
as a source of information can be empowered by technologies for macro-scale
analysis of texts.
Macro-scale analysis of texts refers to a range of techniques that targets

large collections of data in natural language (Jockers 2013; Moretti 2013). The
majority of these techniques are often referred to collectively as text mining or
text analytics and are developed by computer science (specifically information
retrieval, machine learning, natural language processing) and linguistics with
the purpose of modeling language and extracting patterns from text-heavy da-
ta. Some of the large end-user communities of these techniques are business-
related (‘business analytics’) and biomedical research (‘bio-NLP’), but small
enclaves of SSH (digital humanities and computational sociology) have also

1 Data that lack a machine readable model, such as natural language, and therefore demands
preprocessing and for automated analysis. Unstructured data represent the vast majority of
humanities data.
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240 Nielbo

appropriated these techniques. Specifically techniques for grouping and clas-
sifying texts based on their lexical and semantic features have become popular
in SSH (Murdock et al. 2015; Roberts et al. 2014; Tangherlini and Leonard 2013;
Underwood 2016).
While historical research in general can benefit from macro-scale anal-

ysis, approaches to history that are accustomed to formal description and
quantification of their objects are particularly well-suited. This is not because
their research objects are fundamentally different, but simply due to the way
practices of operationalization and modeling have impacted theoretical con-
structs. Approaches that study psychological and cognitive constructs in his-
torical data are an example of this. These approaches can utilize techniques
for macro-scale analysis that have affinities with or even originate in psycho-
logical and cognitive theories. In order to illustrate this, the present study com-
bines bayesianmodeling, which has gained considerable popularity in the cog-
nitive sciences (Griffiths et al. 2010), with dictionary-based sentiment analysis
that is derived from psychological methods (Tausczik and Pennebaker 2010).
This combination of techniques were selected in order to study cognitive and
affective dynamics underlying cultural semantics as they are expressed in the
texts by specific writers that share an interest in the similar cultural phenom-
ena, namely mysticism and mental states, albeit from very different perspec-
tives, one with the insiders’ emic immersion and the other with the outsiders’
etic characterization (Headland et al. 1990).
The target data set consisted of sample writings of Spanish mystic and

Carmelite nun Teresa Ávila (1515–1582) and American-Danish anthropologist
and cognitive scientist Armin W. Geertz (1948–). Both cases can be character-
ized as highly productive writers who have worked on topics related to mysti-
cism and mental states while subjected to varying levels of cognitive-affective
stress. Teresa Ávila (TÁ) represents emic semantics with her confessional ap-
proach to the mystical experience, while Armin W. Geertz (AWG) represents
the etic semantics in his scientific approach to mysticism and religious prac-
tice. In what follows, we present two studies that compare semantics across
the two domains (study 1) and subsequently model the cognitive-affective de-
velopment of the careers of the two cases (study 2).

Study 1: Emic vs. Etic Semantics

In SSH, the distinction between emic and etic research is typically used to dif-
ferentiate between research based on either an insiders’ or an outsiders’ con-
ceptual system (Headland et al. 1990). A ritual practice, such as prayer, can
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be described in terms of the participants’ beliefs and values in order to un-
derstand its culture-specific features (Headly and Parkin 2000) or it can be
described in terms of scientific categories, such as physiology and psycholo-
gy, in order to identify more general features (Schjødt et al. 2009). Although
TÁ’s writings are not research in the strict sense, they do describe TÁ’s mysti-
cal experiences and mental development in great detail. AWG, on have other
hand, employs scientific categories in his application of both ethnohermeneu-
tics and cognitive science to religious behavior. In study 1 we compare emic vs.
etic semantics by contrasting writings of TÁ and AWG in terms of their lexical
density and semantics. Initially, one might expect emic semantics to be more
self-contained relying only on its own conceptual system, while etic semantics
combine technical concepts with references to native concepts. If this is the
case, we can expect that etic semantics is more lexically dense, but less coher-
ent in terms of lexical meaning because of the interspersion of concepts from
both domains.

Methods
Data

The target data set consisted to two samples from TÁ and AWG’s collected writ-
ings. At the outset, the TÁ sample consisted of 690 documents published from
1546–1594 (one posthumously) translated to English. Availability, OCR quali-
ty and language constraints (English only) limited AWG’s writings to a sample
size of 44 documents published from 1982–2014. For lexical density compari-
son, all documents were used (N = 734), but each document was length nor-
malized into slices of 250 words (median document length was approximately
500 words) and lexical density was taken as the average of a document’s slices.
For lexical semantics comparison, the data set was balanced with 44 docu-
ments from each writer (N = 88) that were randomly selected in TÁ’s case.
Before model training and evaluation, the data set was subjected to prepro-
cessing, specifically, case folding, removal of punctuation and numerals, stem-
ming, and pruning for removal of frequent/infrequent words.2

Lexical Density
Word-level Shannon Entropy (H) was used to estimate lexical density. H is
a central measure in information theory that models information contained
in a document in bits, that is, as the average number of binary digits (0/1)
needed to encode each word (Shannon 1948). As a measure of information, H

2 All code used in the article is available at: https://github.com/digitaltxtlab/mindthetext.
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can be used to model the lexical density of a text (Thoiron 1986; Zhang 2016).
Although lexical density is closely related to how predictable a given word is
in a document, it does not sufficiently capture semantics.

Lexical Semantics
In order to model and compare lexical semantics, several machine leaning
techniques were applied to the data. First, a non-parametric Bayesian mod-
el, specifically a latent Dirichlet allocation model, was trained on the data to
represent each document as a distribution over ten coherent lexical topics.
Second, each topic was categorized as either being either TÁ or AWG dominant
by mapping the topic distribution for each document onto the writer informa-
tion. Third, a series of binary naive Bayes classifiers (one for each topic) was
trained and the obtained error rate used as an inverse measure of relative im-
portance. Finally, TÁ/AWG dominant topics were compared according to their
importance in classification.

Results
Estimation of H showed that AWG encoded more information in his docu-
ments (M = 6.66 bits, SD = 0.17) than TÁ (M = 6.36 bits, SD = 0.04), and this
mean difference was statistically significant: t(732) = 3.19, p = 0.002, 95% CI
[0.17, 0.49], d = 2.47.3 Differences in H therefore indicate that etic semantics
is indeed more lexically dense than emic semantics.
The ten categorized (Class) topics from the LDA model are shown in Ta-

ble 14.1. The TÁ class topics reflects a personal relationship to Christian entities
such as God and Jesus (authority, affection), while the AWG class are domi-
nated by scientific approaches to religion (neuroscience, cognition). Topics 3
and 9 are qualitatively different. Topic 3 reflects AWG’s continued fieldwork
among Hopi Indians, which exhibits more of an emic flavor. For TÁ on the oth-
er hand, Topic 9 relates to the formal and stylistic aspects of writing letters (in
a religious context) and therefore has some aspects that are less dependent
on emic content. Finally, the binary classifier’s obtained error rate indicated
that TÁ class topics (Merr = 0.05, SDerr = 0.02) were better at discriminating
between TÁ and AWG than the AWG class’ topics (Merr = 0.14, SDerr = 0.07).
Topics related to TÁ are, in other words, more distinct (‘on’ for TÁ and ‘off ’
for AWG documents) and hence important for classification. Figure 14.1 show
that in the AWG class it is topic 3 (Hopi indians) with most emic content that
performs best, while for TÁ it is topic 9 with least emic content that performs
worst.

3 The result was reproduced for word slices with length 100–1,000 word.
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Table 14.1 Labeled (second column) and categorized (third column) topics from the LDA
model trained on TÁ and AWG samples. Labels were assigned qualitatively based
on the most frequent and distinctive words in each topic and categorization based
on topic distribution for each document.

Topic ID Label Class
1. Authority relations TÁ
2. Affective relations TÁ
3. Hopi indians AWG
4. Sibling relations TÁ
5. Religion and neuroscience AWG
6. God and soul TÁ
7. Ritual and cognition AWG
8. Monastics TÁ
9. Religious writings TÁ
10. Scientific study of religion AWG

Discussion
In the comparison between emic and etic semantics, study 1 confirmed that
documents dominated by etic semantics are indeed more lexically dense than
documents based on emic semantics. Although generalization of this finding is
limited to the two writers, it does support the claim that emic semantics relies
on a limited conceptual system that, in contrast to etic semantics, limits com-
binations of domains and is more self-contained. This claim is corroborated by
the classifier results, which indicated that emic topics had more discriminato-
ry power than etic topics. The ‘borderline’ topics 3 and 9, which were the most
and the least emic in opposite classes, further supported this interpretation be-
cause they were the best and worst, respectively, at discriminating between TÁ
and AWG. Although study 1 shows semantic differences between insider/out-
sider perspectives on mysticism and mental content, it neglects the temporal
dimension and treats each writer as a coherent whole. Writers however fol-
low a developmental trajectories where previous writings, mental states and
external events have differential effects.

Study 2: Cognitive-affective Trajectories

With macro-scale analysis it becomes possible to summarize numerous doc-
uments in terms of a few abstract properties. In study 1 each documents was
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Figure 14.1 Obtained error rates for each topic used as an independent feature for classify-
ing documents as TÁ or AWG. Topics categorized as TÁ dominant are shown in
light gray and AWG dominant in dark gray. Vertical dotted lines represent the
mean error for each category.

summarized in terms of its entropy and the writers’ average lexical density
were estimated and compared. Whenever a data set contains temporal coor-
dinates (e.g., metadata about its objects’ time of origin) macro-scale analysis
renders analysis of the dynamics between documents possible and, by exten-
sion, the time dependent generative process underlying the data set. In study
2 we will model two such processes and compare their dependencies within
each writer. The first generative process is creative state which by cognitive
scientists has been describes as ‘variation on a theme’ (Hofstadter 2008). The
second process is affective tone, which has a long tradition in social and per-
sonality psychology. Together these two processes can draw the contours of
TÁ and AWG cognitive-affective trajectories. Compared to the previous study,
study 2 is exploratory and the goal, therefore, is to summarize and visualize
the data set in terms of these trajectories.

Methods
Data

The target data set was identical to the full 734 documents from study 1. Meta-
data was derived directly from the documents and 96 TÁ documents had to be
removed because they lacked dates of origin resulting in a total sample size
of 638 documents (nTA = 594 and nAWG = 44). For affective tone the docu-
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ments were used in their original form, while for modeling of creative state,
the documents were preprocessed as in study 1 part 2.

Creative State
Taking Hofstadter’s ‘variation on a theme’ literal, creative state was modeled
as the distance between each document represented as a probability distribu-
tion over lexical topics. A two-step process was used to construct a creative
state time series for each writer. First, a latent Dirichlet model was trained in
order to represent each writer’s documents in terms of a set of coherent topics.
To allow for more fine-grained representations, each model was trained on 50
topics. Second, the average Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence was estimated for
each document and its temporally prior documents. KL divergence, or relative
entropy as it is also called, is widely used in information theory to measure the
similarity between two probability distributions (Kullback and Leibler 1951).
Creativity is, in this study, equated with novelty and the relative distance (dis-
similarity) between two documents’ topic distributions treated as the degree
of topical novelty. The creativity scores were zero-centered by removing the
mean from all values.

Affective Tone
To model the affective tone of each document, the Language Assessment by
Mechanical Turk (labMT) sentiment dictionary was used (Dodds et al. 2011).
A sentiment dictionary is a list of words and their rated affective valence. The
labMT’s dictionary performs extremely well when compared to other senti-
ment dictionaries and is designed to avoid several problems with dictionary-
based sentiment analysis (Reagan et al. 2015). The dictionary consists of more
than 10,000 frequent English words that are rated for positivity/negativity on a
continuous scale. In study 2, the documents for each writer were time-ordered
and the labMT dictionary was applied to each document resulting in two sen-
timent time series. Sentiment scores were also zero-centered by removing the
mean from all values.

Results
Figure 14.2 (upper row) shows the annual averaged distance between time-
ordered documents in the LDA-model. The temporal signature of creative state
is different for the two writers. TÁ shows an early period of creativity with
few documents and a relatively high level of novelty that starts to decrease
around 1561–1562. This ‘early style’ signature is then followed by a flatline for
the remainder of TÁ’s active period of writing. AWG’s time series indicates a
similar early style followed by a flatline 1993–2000, but then a ‘turn’ in 2000–
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Figure 14.2 Upper row shows the cognitive trajectories (i.e., creative state measured as KL-
divergence between topic distributions of documents) for TÁ (left) and AWG
(right). In same order, the lower row show affective trajectories based on the
labMT dictionary (sentiment vectors normalized to {−1 1}).

2001 after which there is an rapid increase in novelty until the present. Finally,
comparing the overall average distance between the two writers yields a sig-
nificantly higher level of novelty for AWG (M = 12.21 bits, SD = 1.37) than for
TÁ (M = 7.97 bits, SD = 1.35): t(635) = 19.91, p < 0.0001, 95% CI [3.82, 4.66],
d = 3.13.
Time-ordered sentiment vectors show a slightly different pattern. For TÁ

figure 14.2 (lower row) shows that her early period was characterized by great
variation in few documents. Around 1561–1562 TÁ’s documents have a predom-
inantly negative tone, which subsequently show a positivity trend for the re-
mainder of her career. AWG’s sentiment vector is more similar to his creative
state with an early decrease, a turn in 2000–2001, but then a positivity plateau
followed by a decreasing trend. On average TÁ (MlabMT = 0.35, SD = 0.22)
show a reliably stronger positivity bias than AWG (MlabMT = 0.25, SD= 0.17):
t(635)= 3.15, p< 0.01, 95% CI [0.04, 0.17], d = 0.55.
Comparing creative state with affective tone shows opposite patterns of as-

sociation for the writers. There is a inverse correlation between TÁ’s creative
state and affective tone (r = −0.2, p < 0.0001) indicating that higher levels
of creativity tends to be associated with negativity and lower levels with pos-
itivity, AWG on the other hand displays a stronger and direct correlation be-
tween creative state and affective tone (r = 0.32, p< 0.0001), such that higher
levels creativity is typically associated with higher levels of positivity and low-
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er levels with negativity. Modeling predictive relations between creative state
and affective tone using bivariate Granger causality (with a maximum num-
ber of lags at 5 documents) show a significant bidirectional relation for TÁ
(Fcs→at(1, 591)= 5.02, p= 0.02 and Fat→cs(5, 586)= 6.7, p< 0.0001), which
indicates an extraneous factor that is driving both variables. It is worth notic-
ing that creative state seems further delayed in relation to affective tone. AWG
shows no significant predictive relations (Fcs→at(1, 40) = 3.31, p = 0.08 and
Fat→cs < 1) which is affected by the relatively small sample size.

Discussion
By modeling the individual cognitive-affective trajectories, it becomes possi-
ble to identify different career paths for the two writers. All things being equal,
TÁ displays a typical early career pattern, where the majority of topical novelty
is generated in the initial career phase. This creative state trajectory extends
the Hardy-Wiener claim that there exists a negative relation between age and
creativity, beyond the domain of mathematics.4 Contrary to this, AWG’s tra-
jectory exhibits a turn behavior where an early career pattern is followed by
a sudden change in topics and a massive increase in novelty. Looking at the
underlying data, this specific turn reflects an orientation toward cognition,
evolution and neuroscience in AWG’s research. Comparisons between creative
states also showed, not surprisingly, that turns will result in a higher degree
of overall novelty in an authorship. Comparisons with affective tone gave in-
dications of motivational mechanisms related to career paths. Although the
analysis did not support a directional relationship between cognitive and af-
fective variables, it is possible to argue that TÁ is an example of a suffering
artist (i.e., a state incongruity writer), because her most creative states were
associated with a negative tone. In contrast, AWG is a state congruity writer
where creativity and affective tone behave similarly.

General Discussion

Macro-scale analysis offers entirely new ways of researching historical and
contemporary textual sources. We can now pose questions to all the available
data and answer with the formal rigor and capacity for generalization afford-

4 “I do not know of a single instance of a major mathematical advance initiated by a man past
fifty” (Hardy 1967). NorbertWiener further restricts the creativity cut-off to 30 years (Wiener
1964).
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ed by mathematical and statistical modeling. These tools and techniques can
empower domain experts to solve empirical problems at a different scale and
posemore valid theoreticalmodels. Novel technology is always associatedwith
a risk and historical researchers, as any researchers, has to carefully access the
potentials and pitfalls of macro-scale analysis.
The two studies of TÁ and AWG illustrated how historical research can use

macro-scale analysis to access mental content and development at the level
of semantics for individual writers. In contrast to micro-analysis, the stud-
ies were carried out on the collected works of TÁ and a substantial sample
of AWG’s writings in English. While it would have taken substantial human-
based information processing to read and analyze more than 700 documents,
it is only a matter of minutes for silicon-based processing. The scale of macro-
analysis allows historical research to go beyond qualitative assessment of few
sources and transcend the cognitive limitations of the individual researchers.
It further enables the use of data mining and machine learning techniques,
because they often depend critically on large amounts of data. Although 700
documents comprise a small data set in machine learning terms, the studies
illustrated how both unsupervised (i.e., the LDA model) and supervised (i.e.,
the naive Bayes classifier) machine learning, combined with information the-
ory, can enrich our understanding of psychological systems (i.e., writers) with
a history codified in text. Methods for comparison within and between his-
torical systems, whether they constitute persons, groups or traditions, change
with the availability of similaritymeasures and alignment techniques of (time-
dependent) sequences. As shown in study 2, it becomes possible to identify
couplings between relevant system properties (e.g., cognitive state and affec-
tive tone) and identify system-level differences (e.g., state congruity vs. state
incongruity writers). These techniques are beginning to create models that
can not only describe a system’s behavior, as shown in study 1 and 2, but also
generate it (e.g., Lipton et al. 2016).
Macro-scale analysis has many limitations, erroneous use of macro-scale

analysis can have both negative scientific and ethical consequences, and it will
not replace genuine domain expertise. Data availability is one such limitation
that was exemplified by the size of AWG’s sample. Although AWG has published
more than 300 documents, only a limited number was freely available. It is
an important point that the contemporary writer’s data were hardest to gain
access to. While historical data often needs digitization, availability of more
contemporary data is often blocked by copyright and commercial interests.
A limitation that is more pronounced for historical data is their quality. In
study 2 it was necessary to remove almost 100 TÁ documents because they
lacked proper dating. Optical character recognition, which is the process of
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converting images of text to machine encoded text, is often very error prone,
especially for blackletter fonts.
Beyond availability and quality of data, there are several pertinent concerns

related to biases and generalization. Even if one accepts the convenience sam-
ple of AWG, the study is still in many aspects limited by the target data set.
While it is possible to say something about the individual writers, the study
only have one instance (measured over a long time period) of emic or etic se-
mantics respectively. While many documents give the illusion of a large sam-
ple, the actual size depends critically on the research question. Imagine that
the target data set was used to argue that women exhibit lower lexical den-
sity than men using TÁ and AWG as class representatives. While the concrete
analysis might allow for this interpretation, the samples do not. We can there-
fore only conclude that TÁ’s writings are less lexically dense than AWG’s. The
potential sampling bias in macro-scale text analysis of historical systems mul-
tiply when one starts to consider the demographic biases in written, published
and preserved textual sources. In comparison to randomized controlled trials,
which is often considered the gold standard for psychological and cognitive
research, it is apparent that variable control is severely limited in macro-scale
text analysis and that more data do not always solve the problem (Lazer et
al. 2014). While experimental research can control the temporal order of vari-
ables, macro-scale analysis must use the organization of study-external events
and, at least to some extent, rely on post hoc ergo propter hoc. Furthermore,
the textual effect of multiple contextual events will often have to be simplified
considerably and can often be hard to estimate. The novelty signal of TÁ, for
instance, might have been stronger than that of AWG if both were compared to
a baseline of their respective historical contexts.
Independently of the methods and techniques applied to data, new knowl-

edge in any domain ultimately rests on human interpretations and the value
of these interpretations lie in their capacity to make others, as Andreas Buja
have said, ‘fruitfully think about an idea’ (Hastie et al. 2009). As exemplified
by AWG’s developmental trajectory, it is necessary to be open to and combine
multiple techniques and perspectives in order to make valuable interpreta-
tions of human behavior.
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